Introduction
The Iassy city, defined by history, culture and spirituality, enjoys to an authentic and valuable cultural heritage, being one of the oldest and most important urban 251 centers in the country, with a considerable offer of valuable artists, writers, critics, historians, scientists, doctors, engineers, etc. which have successfully integrated to European culture and values. Being a remarkable educational center, it was natural for many important people to educate themselves, to live and to create in Iassy, some of them remained, and others chose to go to other cities in the country or abroad. "With an institutionalized artistic life from the beginning of the nineteenth century, with national priorities in the field of performing arts, literature and visual arts, Iassy is a great cultural center with an artistic offer which is an important share of value in our recent history"
252 . Among the representative names of the Romanian culture that have worked in Iassy we mention, plastic artists such as: Constantin Stahi, Gheorghe Popovici, Theodor Pallady, Octav Băncilă, Camil Ressu, Nicolae Tonitza, Ştefan Dimitrescu, Jean L. Cosmovici 
Discussions
If we make an overview about history of the culture from Iassy, a city considered The Spiritual Capital of Romania, we find a significant number of personalities, artists and scientists representative for their specialty field. Thus, we will present in this paper the important visual artists both for the history of national art, but especially for the local history of painting, graphics and sculpture.
The creative talent of the visual artists from Iassy was noted in relevant exhibition events organized in the country and abroad, where the aesthetic value of the exhibited works of art is appreciated. Among the visual artists who present to the public various stylistic approaches, which are meant to illustrate the contemporary art from Iassy in various personal or collective exhibitions and who they have already integrated in an international artistic circuit, we mention: Felix Aftene, Jenö Bartos, Dan Covataru, Dragos Pătrașcu, Matei Bejenaru, Atena Elena Simionescu, Constantin Tofan, Mircea Ștefănescu, Liviu Suhar, Carmen Solomonea, Miruna Hașegan, Cristian Ungureanu, Mihai Tarasi and many others, being rewarded with numerous awards and distinctions among the most honorable. "The particularity of Iassy's visual art is that the cultural and artistic events unfolded in Iassy have a great relevance on national and European level, which being well reflected in the art critique and mass-media" 257 . Iassy, one of the most important centers of visual arts from country, is a city with an extraordinary creative potential, in which are constantly organized exhibition events that bring together the local, national and international creative values. We would like to mention some of these events, such as: The dynamics, freshness and inventiveness of the exhibitions is given by the presence of the young artists, the salon increasing qualitatively and quantitatively becoming more attractive, being from one edition to another assaulted by numerous requests for participation.
Another great exhibition event is the Drawing Exhibition Salon, which aims to redefine an essential formula. Within this creative framework, the local artists seek to be in the trends of revalorization of the tradition, but also to be consistent with the experiments of the curent art world
263
. The actualization of the drawing on the stage of contemporary local art was initiated by graphician Dragoş Pătraşcu, the author of the project, who considers that this Drawing Exhibition Salon was opened for "the freedom that it offers to the artists. (...) In recent years, both in the American artistic space and in the great European cultural centers, the drawing has become an increasingly important presence in exhibitions and biennials, knowing well the local artistic potential, the organization of the first Drawing Exhibition Salon after 1989 has been imposed by itself. The novelty of this Salon is that in addition to the traditional techniques, the gates have been opened to other means of expression such as: drawing-installation, drawing-object, drawing-video, drawing-projection ... We want to highlight the idea that drawing is everywhere and that all the materials of the world are drawn that the drawing is vibrated and experimental, that the drawing was never more dynamic" 264 . society, encompassing numerous educational and artistic events with guests from the country and abroad, including motivational conferences, FIE evenings, Celebrations Gala for excellence in education, graduate day, music and theater performances, visual art exhibitions, workshops and creative camps, etc. A traveling contest -exhibition which brings together many artists, many styles of plastic expression, many artistic techniques from Iassy and also from other parts of the country, as well as artists from Republicof Moldova, is the Exhibition of Visual Arts Salons of Moldova Bacău -Chișinău. It is importont to mention it because this contemporary art exhibition has a tradition of 28 years at which every year we find over 350 visual artistis from Romania and Republic of Moldova. In the same tendency to integrate Iasi's visual art into an international context, we include the International Biennial of Contemporary Engraving North East, Iassy, (BIGC), whose first edition was organized in 2015. The International Biennial of Contemporary Engraving is a valuable project funded by the Administration of National Cultural Fund and organized by the Art Museum of the National Complex Museum "Moldova" Iassy in partnership with the "George Enescu" National University of Arts Iassy and the National Art Museum of Moldova in Chisinau -Republic of Moldova. The contestexhibition, being at the second edition, is dedicated to professional visual artists, master students and students in the final years of artistic education institutions in the country and abroad.
The exhibition event which is realised with responsibility and professionalism has the substance of an important artistic approach that will become a landmark in the regional, national and international artistic landscape. At the same time, the International Engraving Biennial is a real source for enriching the heritage art museum from Iassy through the donations which are being made on this occasion. The "George Enescu" National University of Arts gives an outstanding educational dimension to this remarkable project, thus promoting high school of artistic education from Iassy. 
Conclusions
A first conclusion refers at the important role which arts education institutions play, especially the University of Arts from Iasi 266 , in the formation of the artistic personalities who are local and internationally recognized as well as the local cultural institutions, such as U.A.P.R. branch from Iassy, National Museum of Moldova, Culture Directions in the City Hall, etc. which promote and supports the works of the local visual artists. A second conclusion that we want to highlight in the end of this paper is the place that visual art has it in local culture, and the aesthetic tendencies acquired by the new generation 267 , more and more preoccupied about technology along with the older artistic expression define the value of contemporary cultural heritage from Iasi 268 . Therefore, regarding the cultural artistic manifestations from Iassy, we note that they reunite artists from different generations 269 being the proof of unity of guild, a dialogue between different stylistic manners, which gives a great joy to art lovers who are delighted to discover the artistic values of Iassya beautiful cultural center.
